The Adventures of the Heart:
An Introduction to Yoel Hoffmann
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A. Artistic Discovery
Yoel Hoffmann appeared on the Israeli literary scene like a bolt out of the blue. I remember the
moment when I first encountered his writing. I opened the second issue of the journal Agra (1985/6)1
and was leafing through it in a leisurely manner and with much pleasure. The editors, Natan Zach
and Dan Miron, and the associate editor, Tzipora Kagan, were strict about the quality of the works
as well as the physical form of the issue. It was hardbound in red, a drawing by Lea Nikel adorning
its cover, and it was printed in a way that was well spaced and pleasing to the eye. And then I came
to page 149, to a story called “Katschen” by Yoel Hoffmann, whose name was unfamiliar to me. I
read the prologue of the story. Then I went on and read the following two sections, which appeared
after the story:
Katschen drew a picture of a woman without any legs. He pulled one of her hairs upwards and
curled it around the edge of the page. Then he looked at the woman and thought her face was a
little frightening, but she did not frighten him at all. Still, she might frighten someone who had
not drawn her.
Uncle Arthur squeezed the bird’s head at the tip of his cane and the skin on his knuckles turned
white. “Komm!” he said, and stood up. Once Katschen had seen a cypress swaying in the wind.
But that was before his mother had gone up to the sky. He thrust the woman into his trouser
pocket and followed Uncle Arthur.2
I was stunned. It was clear to me that I was experiencing the kind of artistic revelation that people
have only once in a generation, if ever. I later learned that similar feelings about their first encounter
with Hoffmann’s work were shared at that time by hundreds of readers of Hebrew, and later also by
those who read his works in other languages.3
Another shared response of most first-time readers of Hoffmann was confusion. All of them were
captivated by the magic of Hoffmann’s texts, but the source of that magic was not clear. Many of
the first readers who attempted to explain his work, and also some later ones, claimed that the basis
of its magic was the fact that it is impossible to understand or that his character was enigmatic.4
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Quite a few employed terms from East Asian philosophies and traditions, though not always with
the necessary caution that they demand.5 Although this move was “necessary” because Hoffmann
specialized in this field (and lived in Kyoto, Japan for the purpose of research between 1970 and
1974), and had acquired an international reputation in it, not everything that was “necessary”
is carefully and responsibly examined. Thus, for example, scholars and commentators hastened
to connect Hoffmann’s stories with the tradition of haiku poems. However, the Japanese poetic
connection with Hoffmann’s work exists, if at all, as experts on Japanese poetry who also know
Hoffmann’s work in Hebrew and English translation claim, precisely with tanka poems,6 which are
characterized, as Yoel Hoffmann himself notes in the introduction to his book Poets on the Verge
of Death,7 by a prominent personal, lyrical, and philosophical dimension that is very apparent in
every line in his writing, a dimension that haiku, which came to the world after tanka, systematically
and meticulously shed. The Haiku poets believed, as Hoffmann wrote, that “the poet must become
unconscious of himself so as to see the object of his poem with absolute clarity”.8 A small number of
critics went even further and argued that what we had before us was a sophisticated trick of the kind
successfully carried out by the tailors in the tale “The Emperor’s New Clothes”.9
More than thirty years have passed since the sensational appearance of the novella “Katschen”.
During this long period, Hoffmann published nine other books of prose for adults,10 a children’s
book, 11 and new editions of writings on his research that had been published previously in
English and Hebrew. Readers’ continuing familiarity with Hoffmann’s work has made it more
“user-friendly” for them, though not necessarily more understandable. Some readers – those, I
suppose, that Hoffmann particularly likes – continued to read his works as they had before, as
mainly incomprehensible texts that move and shake them. In contrast, the “professional readers”,
scholars and critics, gradually calmed down after the panic of the first encounter. Some even
formed useful approaches to understanding the ways of the Hoffmannian world with its wide
variety of characteristics. These approaches were presented in academic articles, essays, and
reviews. Tal Frenkel, in her doctoral dissertation,12 addressed Hoffmann’s unique style as the key to
understanding central thematic focuses and philosophical motivations in his work. In their master’s
theses,13 Neta Stahl and Karin Neuburger presented interesting interpretations of Hoffmann’s poetic
and philosophical world, especially by examining the question of the status and role of the various
kinds of intertextual links that fill his works. Merav Katz, in her master’s thesis,14 approached
Hoffmann’s corpus mainly through the use of the concept of the carnival in its postmodern context.
Avraham Balaban, in his book A Different Wave in Israeli Fiction: Postmodern Israeli Fiction,15
and Hanna Herzig in her book The Voice Saying “I”: Trends in Israeli Prose Fiction of the 1980s,16
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see his poetics as reflecting his affinity with modernism, on the one hand, and postmodernism,
on the other (and both see him as a transitional link between the two). Anat Weisman17 relates
to him as continuing and using to the fullest the anti-rationalist movement in Western culture.
Ariel Hirschfeld and others required psychological, mythical, and metaphysical terms to interpret
Hoffmann’s works.18 Nili Gold19 opened a discussion on Hoffmann’s works through their links with
his mother tongue (German), his biography, and the Haifa space in which many of his characters
wander. Rachel Albeck-Gidron, in her book Exploring the Third Option,20 discusses several kinds of
language that Hoffmann’s prose uses: the language of poetry, the riddles of kōan and Zen writings,
the quoted language of the photograph, the stories of his protagonists, and more.

B. Post-apocalyptic Poems
In this article, I would like to look at Yoel Hoffmann’s work through the generic prism that, if it is
used intelligently, may explain, I believe, several seemingly strange characteristics in his narrative
art and pave the way toward a better understanding of his poetic world. I would like to define his
entire opus as a series of post-apocalyptic poems that rely massively on autobiographical material.
The philosophical premise that stands behind the entire great artistic undertaking before us is postapocalyptic. Hoffmann’s writings suggest that with the events of the Holocaust, Western civilization,
and in particular the achievements of “universal” European ethics and rationalist philosophy,21
came to an end. The events of the Holocaust are perceived in the works of Hoffmann, who neither
forgives nor forgets, as the suicide of the civilized Western world, which was replaced by barbarism
in its renewed Teutonic Nazi-pagan incarnation, which lifted its head and tried and nearly succeeded
in eliminating the Jews who are, in Hoffmann’s eyes, along with Jesus as he appears in the New
Testament, the ultimate representatives of morality, justice, and grace in the monotheistic space.22
(The opening remarks that he sent to the body that organizes cultural events on behalf of the
European Union when he was asked to compose a brief greeting that related to the union of Europe
and was dedicated to Yiddish as part of a project of reviving vernacular European languages,
were telling in this regard: The Jews too/Greet the Union of Europe/In their ancient Yiddish/From
below). The fatal encounter between the representatives of the legacy of Mount Moriah, the site of
the sacrifice of Isaac, and Golgotha, the site of the crucifixion of Jesus, on the one hand, and the
representatives of Valhalla, the Nordic “Hall of the Fallen,” on the other, is shaped in the novella The
Book of Joseph, which is included in Hoffmann’s first book of the same name, through a plot with
two paths. On the first path, we become acquainted with the story of Joseph Zilbermann, Yingele,
his son, and Miriam, described as “the holy family”. On the second, we become acquainted with the
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story of Siegfried, a German boy, named after one of the murderous heroes of Nibelungenlied. The
events that take place along these two paths take place parallel to one another throughout most of
the story, and their protagonists do not meet one another. The plot reaches its dramatic peak when on
Kristallnacht, the night between the ninth and tenth of November 1938, when the Nazis carried out a
pogrom against the Jews of Germany and Austria, Siegfried meets Yingele and Joseph on the street.
The meeting is described as follows:
Siegfried raised the club and hit Yingele’s head, a single blow. From the force of that blow,
Yingele’s skull caved in and a bone splinter from the knife split Yingele’s brain in that place
where the dreams reside. And when Joseph saw the blood from Yingele’s head streaming down
his face, his heart broke.
As for the rest, it is already written in the history books that Joseph was left up there, alone,
and said “Mayn got, mayn got, farvos hastu mikh farlozen!” [Yiddish for “My God, my God,
why have you forsaken me?”]and died.
Siegfried raised the club for a second time and hit Joseph on the chest, a single blow. And from
the force of that blow, Joseph’s heart of flesh also split. “Na,” Siegfried thought, “I’m certainly
quite good with a club.”23
The collapse of the civilized Western world following the Holocaust is reflected in the imaginary
world of Hoffmann in the destruction of the axis mundi and in the cancellation of the law of gravity.
The result has been – and in this matter Hoffmann’s world resembles that of Austrian author
Christoph Ransmayr in his novel The Last World
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– that all the elements of this fictional, post-

apocalyptic world, human beings, books, works of art, and so on, everything and everyone who
survived the great catastrophe, move along independent paths, and connect to other elements, if at
all, only in a random manner.
A distilled expression of this position appears in Hoffmann’s latest book, Moods, which is
prominently philosophical and strongly conveys the sense of a conclusion, a last will and testament:
And we too are the product of a virgin birth. We were born twice. First when a woman of flesh
and blood delivered us in the ordinary manner. Later, like everyone, we were wiped off the face
of the earth, with the people who were sent to the ovens. And if we’re alive, we are—like some
sad kind of miracle—among the babies not in the ground, or far above in the place where the
smoke from the chimneys ascended. Beyond history.25
The counting did in fact begin, as the Christians have it, with the birth of the infant Jesus. But it
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concluded with the birth of Adolf. We were given just 1,889 years of life.
Now we’re in the age of ash. Beyond time. As though in a game that has just come to an end.
There’s no more movement on the field. Just kicks toward the goal. Everything only seems to
be. A thin wash of color covers it all, and beneath that—blackness.
Only giraffes remain. Mountains. Wisps of clouds. Celestial bodies. Woods. Bodies of water
and shells of men. Europe, apparently. Hallucinations. A real sun rises over nothing.26
The post-apocalyptic nature of “Planet Hoffmann” is also expressed in the huge number of bizarre
phenomena, objects, and linguistic configurations. It sometimes seems as though the author has
established for himself a museum of antiquities devoted to strange things and created within it a
separate wing for anachronistic objects, simulacra, or pastiches. This is the place to note, perhaps,
that Hoffmann frequently watches television programs that deal with the buying and selling of
seemingly rare objects, and in the past he had a special fondness for auctions. His open affection for
bizarre performances is also prominently expressed in the photographs he chose for his book covers,
front and back27 For example:

(The Christ of Fish, back cover)

(Guttapercha, front cover)

(Ephraim, front cover)

Hoffmann’s books are filled with linguistic eccentricities of all kinds: anachronisms (words no
longer customarily used in spoken language); neologisms (linguistic innovations – but only, “of
course”, those not absorbed into the living language); barbarisms (linguistic mutations). In addition,
there are words from dead languages (ancient Greek, Latin, Sanskrit), and words, phrases, and
even entire sections in esoteric languages (for

example, Hungarian), many times unaccompanied
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by a translation to the language of the reader. These are all joined by weird phrases, the fruit of
Hoffmann’s whims.28 Here, for example, are some numbered sections from Hoffmann’s third book
of prose, Guttapercha (1993) (in the Malayan language, guttapercha means “rubber tree”), which
includes a typical range of performances from all the bizarre linguistic categories mentioned above:
128
We can think of Professor Takeuchi as being tossed from side to side with Noah. In the Ark. His fish
eye watches the flood. As far as he is concerned, the rainbow pulled straight to the linguistics chair.
What good were his shleikes [suspenders] to him? In any case, his body was in his trousers.
129
[and the trousers]
130
[in the world]
131
He must be registered in the corridor and returned to the room. And to take him out again to the end
of the corridor and back to the room […]
132
And to bring him together with Franz. He should sit under the chandelier [and say “in Hittite esti
and er ist”] and see a kind of electricity. Like the sight of fire.
133
What was lacking was the mindervertigastaytagfila. Feelings of inferiority.
In the Pacific Ocean air, Franz is flip and flop fish.
Here it must be explained. Sometimes a fish appears on the horizon.
The fish of virtues. The fish of strength. Franz grasps it at the angle of the head and forces it by the
power of the dream into the individu-al pool.
134
Completely. A person has to walk around with a shredder. If a paper flutters away, it should be
shredded. Only foreign letters should be written. 29
The post-apocalyptic Hoffmannian universe is a forest of signifiers and signifieds with a very
loose connection between them. This is an immense forest. It is packed with historical affairs, shreds
of philosophical discussions, quotations and many references to hundreds of works of literature
and art, both from the Western corpus and the East Asian corpus, and in addition it includes
autobiographical segments, sections of biographies of well-known historical figures, numerous ars23
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poetical discussions, dozens of scientific explanations, most of them clearly unfounded, moral and
immoral judgments, tongue-lashings aimed at academic institutions, and political barbs, as well as
riddles, proverbs, pieces of nonsense, hundreds of private jokes, and more.30
This chaotic forest contains characters from different places and different times. They are
frequently engaged in esoteric subjects, like Professor Takeuchi of Japan and Franz, the Jew who
immigrated to Palestine from Europe, in the excerpts above. Each of them moves around in a
circle, trying to make sense of “foreign letters” whose meanings we have lost. Professor Takeuchi
and Franz from Guttapercha, and like them, Bernhard in Bernhard, Yehoahim in The Heart is
Katmandu, Ephraim in Ephraim, and all the rest of Hoffmann’s main characters, including himself
in his autobiographical and pseudo-autobiographical stories (in the story “Curriculum Vitae” in The
Book of Joseph, and the novella of the same name, in The Shunra and the Schmetterling, in Moods,
and so on), all of these and dozens more minor characters in stories, unusual men, women, and
children, are heroes par excellence, in Hoffmann’s lyrical post-apocalyptic epic.
These are, like similar figures in all epics, modern and post-modern (those that are not fantasies,
and the exemplary model here is Cervantes’s Don Quixote),31 heroic figures who are larger than
life and at the same time pathetic and ridiculous. Their heroism and ridiculousness stem from the
same source – their repeated Quixotic attempts to impose on the post-apocalyptic reality the laws
and rules that were valid in the reality that preceded the colossal destruction. They are, by their
very nature, anachronistic characters who developed in one world and were planted into another.
In addition, there are figures that have been excluded by society, a large and colorful group of
outsiders, strange and bizarre. A good portion of them are immigrants from Central Europe and
Germany who grew up in the lap of European liberalism and rationalism, which collapsed with a
resounding bang.32 Alongside them are other living refugees of history, kings and dukes who were
removed from their high positions by the masses, eccentric women, larger than life, who seemed to
come into the world from out of fairy tales, orphaned children, handicapped people, and so on. What
all of these characters share is the unique cognitive mechanism with which they are equipped, which
replaces, whether they are conscious of it or not, the old cognitive mechanism that has expired. I
would like to call this alternative cognitive mechanism the “Cyclopean eye”. Katschen, the boy
protagonist whose mother dies and whose father loses his sanity (or, more precisely, his normative
sanity) aptly conveys the nature and function of this “eye” in the following amazing excerpt:
Once Margarethe had told Katschen about Cyclopes. “He who sees with two eyes”, she said,
“closes one eye when the sights he sees are painful. If he is also pained by the sights he sees
with the eye that remains open—he closes both eyes. But the Cyclops never closes his one and
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only eye”. On hearing this, Katschen closed one eye and saw that there was not a great deal
of difference between the sights he saw with one eye and the sights he saw with two. Then he
closed the eye that remained open and thought to himself, “Now I will never see anything ever
again”. But then, when his eyes were closed, an eye in his forehead opened. The sight he saw
with this eye was not clear, but it held a kind of transparency missing from the sight he saw
with his other two eyes. When Katschen looked in the mirror, he could not find the eye in his
forehead, but when he closed his eyes again he knew for sure that the eye was there. Since that
day, Katschen knew that he was a Cyclops and would look at people to see if they had an eye in
their foreheads.33
The Cyclops’s eye, the third eye through which all of Hoffmann’s protagonists and Hoffmann
himself absorb the world in their moments of revelation, is, according to Katschen’s dead mother,
a product of suffering that ordinary eyes cannot bear. This is a mystical organ that gives a chosen
few the ability to see things that are invisible to ordinary mortals and/or the ability to endure sights
that ordinary mortals cannot tolerate. The eye of the Cyclops is the “power of the dream” that gives
Franz the ability to take the imaginary fish that appears on the horizon of his vision, “the fish of
virtue or the fish of strength”, and move it “at the angle of the head” to “the individu-al pool”. In
other words, not to the province of ordinary individuality, represented by the word “individuality”
in its usual graphic form, but rather to a different, idiosyncratic “individuality”, marked by a new
word: “individu-al”, which is based on the original word and divided by a hyphen that separates it
into two parts in accordance with an arbitrary and completely random logic. Moreover, Hoffmann’s
characters have the Cyclopean eye, which allows them to see what other humans are unable or
unwilling to see. But this advantage is also a disaster, because, as his mother tells Katschen, he
whom fate has chosen to have a Cyclopean eye will never have the privilege of being able to close
his eyes entirely.
One of the decisive conclusions of postmodern philosophy is that following the events of
World War II, the “I” in its Western modernist format, whose most consolidated and well-known
embodiment appears in Freud’s writings, was shattered to bits. Some of Hoffmann’s critics believed
that this phenomenon was also characteristic of the human condition in the writings before us. 34
There are also those who believed that the Western modernist conception of the “I” in Hoffmann’s
writings was taken over by the principle of the Buddhist “I” – assuming that indeed it is possible to
use the term “I” in the context of Buddhist thought – which is somewhat similar to the conception of
the “I” of the Western post-modernist philosophers.35
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I believe otherwise. I also think that Hoffmann’s perception of human beings is profoundly
influenced by the horrors of World War II. But Hoffmann, whose distaste for Freudian psychology
is reflected on every page of his books,36 never went, in the context of the concept of the “I,” the
way of postmodernism or Buddhism. Hoffmann’s poetic conclusion from the rise of Nazi barbarity
and the collapse of Western enlightenment is largely the opposite of the conclusion reached by
postmodernists.
In Hoffmann, the systematic murder, the banality of evil, the sickening combination of kitsch
and death, and the departure of the Teutonic monsters from their caves, on the one hand, and the
Judeo-Christian silence of heaven on the other, did not lead to an explosion or erasure of the “I,”
but rather, on the contrary, to its empowerment and growth to semi-mythical dimensions, like those
of the heroes of the epics. In fact, it is possible to say that the protagonists in the corpus before
us decisively violate Galileo Galilei’s famous assumption. In Hoffmann’s cosmos, the sun, moon,
and all the host of the heavens surround his most admired characters, particularly, but not only, his
female characters. Here are three examples, almost random, from three different books, the first
from Ephraim, the second from Curriculum Vitae, and the last from Guttapercha.
Here is the excerpt from Ephraim:
Now we have to look deep into the heart of Yosepha.
At first, we see a green landscape like the hills of southern England and we can go north up to
the cold regions of Scotland.
Boats sail along the lakes and the ducks hide in the bushes at the edge of the bank.
You pass little villages there and in every town there is a square with stores where they sell all
kinds of antiques.
Her human form carries whole continents and when she sits with Esther Shapira you can see
the atmosphere that surrounds her, just as space travelers see the earth from a distance.37
Here is the excerpt from Curriculum Vitae:
Every morning Mrs. Kido came back from her night jog in the Gion quarter, with a cloud of
sake before her like a pillar (of fire) that went before the camp.38
And, finally, an excerpt from Guttapercha:
34
Afterwards, Mr. Moskovitch said “Di bist a kurveh” [Yiddish for “You are a prostitute,” but
also “crooked” or “a curve”]. He meant the dangerous non-Euclidean line. [In those days it was
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known that parallel lines did meet.]
Stella Moskovitch was a very pretty girl. She caused the great snowfall that covered Ramat
Gan in nineteen hundred and fifty.39

C. Adventures of the Heart
Almost all the critics and scholars who have written about Hoffmann’s works have addressed their
unusual formal appearance, first and foremost the fact that most of his belletristic works (in fact,
all but The Book of Joseph) are presented to the reader in paragraphs that consist of lines shorter
than those that usually appear in works of prose. In my opinion, this graphic presentation is nothing
unusual. On the contrary, it is required by the generic nature of Hoffmann’s works, since most epics,
from The Epic of Gilgamesh, The Iliad and The Odyssey through The Aeneid, as well as Serbian,
British, German, and Norse epics, were written in the same graphic format. In all of these, we follow
a plot with many lines presented to us in stanzas separated by caesuras. The stanzas and the caesuras
in Hoffmann’s works have attracted the attention of many Hoffmann scholars, but they have
attributed them to the poetic nature of his work, the influence of haiku and/or philosophical essay
writing such as that of Schlegel, Nietzsche, or Wittgenstein.40 Indeed, it is reasonable to assume
that the Japanese poetic tradition and the tradition of philosophical essay writing in the style of the
three philosophers I have mentioned influenced Hoffmann’s choice of a format that became one
of the hallmarks of his work. But in my opinion, this is essentially a technical influence, while the
influence of the epic poetic tradition is essential, both because Hoffmann’s works are characterized
precisely, and in contradiction with the first impression that they create, by their narrativity (thus, for
example, the story in Bernhard, which is Hoffmann’s most lyrical philosophical book, progresses
along a number of parallel plot lines, in an almost completely consistent chronological order. The
events begin after the death of Paula, Bernhard’s wife, on September 18, 1938, and end on July 22,
1946, with the bombing of the King David Hotel in Jerusalem. The story that mediates between
these two framing events includes dozens of historical events that can be dated precisely), and
Hoffmann himself was exposed to the mythological and epic traditions of the West many years
before he was exposed to the other two writing traditions. This is the place to note that the epic
graphic pattern perfectly suits the Hoffmannian temperament since, on the one hand, he is a “wild”
author with a “Hungarian-gypsy” nature. He addresses, as I have mentioned, countless issues,
and intentionally leaps wildly between them. On the other hand, he is a very meticulous author,
extremely sensitive to order, with a “Yekke” (a term used to refer to Jews of German origin that
connotes particular attention to detail) or perhaps a “Yekke-Japanese” temperament. The epic, like
27
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the novel that succeeded it, is very permissive, a literary repository that accepts almost anything. At
the same time, the formal character of epic expression is binding and inflexible. It imposes measured
and precise conduct in the area of graphics that must not be breached.
Hoffmann’s uniqueness in this genre is twofold: first, in the relatively independent character of
poetic sections, which can be called the “stanzas,” in relation to the entirety of the story, and second,
in the lyrical philosophical perspective that dominates all of his works. The relatively independent
status of the segments, the “stanzas,” in relation to the narrative whole seems to stem from the same
post-apocalyptic attitude that is responsible for the anachronistic, quixotic stance of the characters
and the abundance of linguistic peculiarities. The relative independence of these “stanzas” was
already apparent in Hoffmann’s first stories, which were included in The Book of Joseph and written
in regular prose form. Thus, we have, for example, the following passage, which was chosen, almost
by chance, from the first story, “Katschen”:
Katschen was about two and a half years old when he first heard that his father was krank
[German: sick (here, mentally ill)]. His mother placed a bowl of fruit on the table and walked
out of the house. Katschen’s father sat silent in the armchair, and when Katschen offered him
an apple a tear appeared in the corner of his eye. Katschen opened the doors of the sideboard
and arranged the silverware on the carpet. Then he surrounded his father’s slippers with the
silverware and the feet of the father inside the slippers did not move. After that, Katschen made
a habit of asking whether this or that person were krank. By the time he found out that other
people were nicht krank [German: not sick] his father was already in “the institution.”41
This passage, like many others in Hoffmann’s works, can be read as an independent little story,
a closed and meaningful linguistic entity. It includes clear structural units that are interdependent,
complement one another, and create a coherent narrative. In terms of syntactic logic, the segment
consists of a frame unit and an interior unit. The frame unit consists of two parts, the expositional
opening sentence. (“Katschen was about two and a half years old when he first heard that his father
was krank”), which, like other opening sentences by Hoffmann, contains the kernel of the entire
story,42 and a concluding sentence (“After that, Katschen made a habit of asking whether this or
that person were krank. By the time he found out that other people were nicht krank his father was
already in “the institution”). The opening part is connected to the concluding part by a pattern of
cause-and-effect relationships that are anchored in matching particles of time intervals: “Katschen
was about ...”; “After that, Katschen made a habit...”; “By the time he found out that...”; “his father
was already in ‘the institution’”. The interior unit in this section includes two mini-scenes that
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modify the cause-and-effect relationship between the two parts of the frame, giving them emotional
and conscious validity. These two mini-scenes occur after Katschen, aged two and a half, learns that
his father is krank, and only the father and the son take a prominent part in it after “[h]is mother
placed a bowl of fruit on the table and walked out of the house”.
In the first mini-scene we learn about the relationship between the two. The father sits in his
armchair and is silent, and the movement between them opens up precisely in the direction of the
child. The child’s (baby’s) gesture to his father, which hints at a kind of role reversal between them,
touches the father’s heart, which is indifferent to his surroundings most of the time, and brings a tear
to the corner of his eye.
The second mini-scene is less clear and more charged, both consciously and emotionally.
Katschen opens the sideboard doors and arranges the silverware over the carpet. This is an unusual
action. After all, it is reasonable to assume that a two-and-a-half-year-old child is not supposed to
play with the silver – some or all of which may be sacred objects – especially not on the carpet. This
deviation, which seems to signify the child’s entry into a taboo area, continues with his next activity:
he surrounds his father’s slippers with the silverware – another unclear and charged move, for, on
the one hand, this is a children’s game and no more. Many children play with toy cars on the floor
and sometimes even between their parents’ feet. However, on the other hand, in this scene there are a
number of uncanny factors that are disturbing and evoke displeasure. This is so because of the use of
silver instead of toys and because Katschen delineates the father’s space (restricts him, protects him,
and so on) with the (sacred) silverware, and also because the father cooperates and seems to accept
the decree: “the feet . . . inside the slippers did not move” and as a result of the tension produced
between the components of domesticity (for example, the father’s slippers) and the uncanny baggage
(insanity, sacredness, and so on).
Either way, or in both ways, this short section may be read as an independent unit. It briefly, yet
sufficiently, sketches the relationship between father and child, allowing us to understand the facts
and conclusions contained in his two final sentences. First, we understand why Katschen divides the
whole world into two types: krank and nicht krank. And secondly, we understand that Katschen is
burdened with a sense of guilt for no real reason. Katschen, we understand from the final sentence,
only later understood that his father was exceptional – but then he could no longer help him (as he
had already tried when he was two-and-a-half years old), since he had already been admitted to the
institution.
The relative independence of the passage before us is an essential characteristic of many of the
passages, the “stanzas,” in Hoffmann’s prose. We may assume that this is the case because most
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passages were written, as Hoffmann has testified, with one disappearance – a picture that arose in
the author’s dream or waking moments and was written in its brilliant isolation, bound to the chain
of passages, the “stanzas” that preceded it, which were also created in exactly the same manner. We
can assume that there is a deliberate concatenation of distinct units and relatively autonomous parts.
In any event, the product is the same: an acute structural tension between the “stanzas” and the
narrative.
The second unique characteristic of Hoffmann in this generic context – and he was influenced,
in my opinion, by Rainer Maria Rilke’s The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge – is the dominant
lyrical perspective in all his works, including those written in the first person singular, as is
customary in this subgenre, and those written in the third person.
One of the most prominent manifestations of the lyrical perspective in Hoffmann’s works,
alongside its stunning figurative nature, is his close, very intimate treatment of his protagonists.
Hoffmann loves his protagonists. He loves them when he describes them with admiration as forces
of nature and when he places them in a ridiculous light necessary because they are anachronistic
entities not suited to their time and place. He relates to all of them as relatives – both the characters
who really represent his family, his father, his mother, his stepmother, his uncles, his children, and
so on, and the “foreign” characters: “real,” historical characters and completely or partially fictional
characters.
The source of this warm and loving treatment is Hoffmann’s perception of the post-apocalyptic
nature of the world we have been living in since World War II and the Holocaust. Hoffmann
believes, and in this matter corresponds in distorted ways with a Buddhist approach, on the one
hand, and with an existentialist attitude, on the other, that the tragedy of human beings stems from
the fact that they are conscious beings and cannot escape the realization that they are doomed
to suffering and death. This epistemological fact makes them, especially when they are trying to
attribute meaning to the essential absurdity of their situation, creatures who are worthy of love
and kindness. And indeed, if I had to choose one attribute that characterizes Hoffmann’s ethics, I
would say that it was generosity, generosity to all people, with the exception of the Nazis and those
who collaborated with them, and with particular attention to the Cyclopes, migrants, hallucinatory
people, prostitutes, widows, orphans, in short, all who are blind, but wise.
If you need additional confirmation in this regard, see the amazing photograph by August Sander
that Hoffmann placed on the cover of his first book, The Bok of Joseph.
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In this photo we can see two blind children, a girl and a boy. The girl seems a bit older than
the boy. She holds his left hand in her right hand with gentle authority. With her left hand, she
demonstrates to the boy, blind like her, the approximate height of a person, child, or some object.
This shocking photograph, which has a sarcastic and perhaps even a grotesque side, but also touches
the heart and brings tears to the eyes, sums up the spirit of the entire tremendous artistic enterprise
of Yoel Hoffmann.
*All translations of Hoffmann’s texts by Dr. Hannah Komy, unless otherwise noted.

Notes

        ʥ´ʮʹʺ  ʺʥ ʰ ʮ ʠʥ ʺʥʸʴʱʬ ʪʰ ʮ ʬ ʠ ʠʸʢʠ ³ʯʫʶʷ´ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩ
 


<RHO +RIIPDQQ . D W V F K H Q  LQ .DWVFKHQ DQG 7KH %RRN RI -RVHSK  >.DWVFKHQ  WUDQV (GGLH
/HYHQVWRQDQG'DYLG.ULVV7KH%RRNRI-RVHSKWUDQV$ODQ7UHLVWHUDQG(GGLH/HYHQVWRQ@ 1HZ



<RUN1HZ'LUHFWLRQV 
  
7KHVHDUHVRPHRIWKHHQWKXVLDVWLFUHVSRQVHVWRWKHRULJLQDO+HEUHZYHUVLRQRI7KH%RRNRI

-RVHSK +RIIPDQQ¶VILUVWERRNRISURVH
ʯʩʲ´ ʱʹʥʡ ʤʣʤ      ʺʡʹʬ ʳʱʥʮʤ  ʺʥʰʥʸʧʠ ʺʥʲʩʣʩ ³ ʺʩʺʩʮʠ ʤʢʩʢʧ´ ʲʥʡʬʢ ʣʬʥʢʰʩʢ ʺʩʮʥʬʹ



ʬʲʩ      ʵʸʠʤ   ³ʸʥʷʮʭʩʸʴʱʬʹʲʥʡʹ´ʸʥʠʣʯʣ    ʺʥʸʴʱʥʺʥʡʸʺ ʵʸʠʤ ³ ʴʥʬʷʩʷʤ
   ʺʩʹʠʸʺʸʺʥʫ ³ʤʦʤʣʬʩʤʥ´ʵʩʹʣʥʣ   ʡ    ʸʮʹʮʤ ʬʲ ³ ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʥʰʺʩʠʸʠʹʩʤ´ʯʨʥʬ



 
$QGKHUHDUHVRPHRIWKHHQWKXVLDVWLFUHVSRQVHVWRWKHRULJLQDO+HEUHZYHUVLRQRI%HUQDUG
+RIIPDQQ¶VILUVWQRYHO
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ʩʥʱʩʫʬʲ¶´ʺʥʡʰʯʥʰʮʠ   ʡ   ʡ   ʵʸʠʤ ³ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʬʹʺʥʩʱʷʠʬʢʤ ´ʣʬʴʹʸʩʤʬʠʩʸʠ
    ʡʩʸʲʮ ³ʱʰʤʬʲʥµʭʣʤ
$QGIROORZLQJDUHVRPHRIWKHHQWKXVLDVWLFUHVSRQVHVWKDWDSSHDUHGLQWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVXSRQ
WKHSXEOLFDWLRQRIWKHWUDQVODWLRQRIVHYHUDORI+RIIPDQQ¶VERRNVLQ(QJOLVKWUDQVODWLRQ
/'DYLG8OLQ³2Q.DWVFKHQDQGWKH%RRNRI-RVHSK´&KLFDJR7ULEXQH
  :LOOLDP
5LJJDQ³+HEUHZ/LWHUDWXUHLQWKHV´:RUOG/LWHUDWXUH7RGD\

 ±%HWW\
)DONHQEHUJ³7DOHV'UHDPOLNHDQG3UHFLVH´.DWVFKHQDQG7KH%RRNRI-RVHSKE\<RHO+RIIPDQQ

+RIIPDQQ7UDQVODWHGE\'DYLG.ULVV7KH1HZ/HDGHU
  1LFROH-RQHV³1HZ0XVW
5HDG%RRNV´9DQLW\)DLU  
ʵʸʠʤ  ³ʸʹʴʠʤ ʬʥʡʢ ʤʶʷ´ ʱʹʥʡ  ʤʣʤ        ʤʰʧʮʡ  ³ʩʴʥʩ ʺʡʸ ʤʸʦʥʮ ʸʥʴʩʶ´ ʷʮʥʱ ʩʰʥʸ



ʩʸʠ  ʡʬ  ʩʸʩʹ       ʸʡʣ  ³ʯʩʲʤ ʯʮ ʩʥʮʱʤ ʡʨʥʷʤ  ±  µʤʹʸʴʨʥʢ¶´ ʸʩʰʹ ʤʠʬ    
  



 ʱʡʥʬʢ 

ʸʺʠ

 ʧʥʸ

ʩʡʶʮ 

ʸʴʱʤ

  KWWSZZZJOREHVFR

ʬʲ

³ʯʮʴʥʤ

ʤʮʹʥ

ʤʣʩʧ´

LOQHZVDUWLFOHDVS["GLG 

ʯʥʺʲ ³ʯʮʴʥʤʬʹʤʡʤʠʤʯʠʥʷ´ʯʺʩʥʬʱʥʮʲ    ʺʥʰʥʸʧʠʺʥʲʩʣʩ³ʩʷʩʩʡʨʥʸʡʯʦʺʥʣʩʧ´ ʯʡʭʧʰʮ 




     ʡʩʡʠʬʺ 7LPH2XW³ʭʩʸʡʸʴʤʮʤʤʣʥʡ´ ʣʹʠʩʬʠ    


0DVDWR*RGD³$3KLORVRSK\RIµ'HDWK3RHPV¶´LQWKLVYROXPH
      ʤʣʱʮ ʠ ʥʡʮʺʱʮʥ ʭʩʩʰʴʩʭʩʸʩʹʸʧʡʮʺʥʥʮʤʳʱʬʲʸʩʹʩʸʮʥʠ ʯʮʴʥʤ ʬʠʥʩ 





<RHO+RIIPDQQ-DSDQHVH'HDWK3RHPV:ULWWHQE\=HQ0RQNVDQG+DLNX3RHWVRQWKH 9HUJHRI
'HDWK &ODUHQGRQ977XWWOH  (QJOLVKHGLWLRQRIWKH+HEUHZERRNPHQWLRQHGLQWKHSUHYLRXV
QRWH 



ʤʸʡʧ ʩʰʩʩʰʲʬ ʺʲ  ʡʺʫ  ʤʺʲ  ³ ʯʮʴʥʤʥ ʭʥʬʡ ʬʨʱʷ ʪʬʮʤ ʩʣʢʡ ʬʹ  ʭʩʣʣʶ ʩʰʹ´ >ʡʸʩʮ ʯʥʲʣʢ@ ʣʷʥʮ ʬʠʩʸʡʢ 



±   ʡ´ʲʹʺ ʳʸʥʧ   ¶ʬʢ  ʥʩʹʫʲ ³ʯʮʴʥʤ ʤʮʹʥ ʤʹʥʣʷ ʤʸʴ´ ʩʸʥʧʹ ʤʰʴʣ        ʺʥʡʸʺʥ
 ± 
ʭʩʬʹʥʸʩ  ʤʹʸʴʨʥʢ    ʸʺʫ ʭʩʬʹʥʸʩ ʭʩʢʣʬʹʱʥʨʱʩʸʫ    ʸʺʫʭʩʬʹʥʸʩ  ʨʸʤʰʸʡ ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩ  
ʠʸʰʥʹʤ      ʸʺʫ  ʭʩʬʹʥʸʩ  ʥʣʰʮʨʷ ʠʥʤ ʡʬʤ     ʸʺʫ ʭʩʬʹʥʸʩ  ʱʸʥʬʥʣ ʪʮʥʬʹ ʤʮ     ʸʺʫ
ʸʺʫ ʭʩʬʹʥʸʩ  &XUULFXOXP 9LWDH      ʸʺʫ  ʭʩʬʹʥʸʩ  ʭʩʸʴʠ     ʸʺʫ  ʭʩʬʹʥʸʩ   ʢʰʩʬʸʨʮʹʤʥ
   ʸʺʫ ʭʩʬʹʥʸʩ ʧʥʸʩʡʶʮ  
  ʤʣʱʮʭʩʬʹʥʸʩ  ʩʮʸʫʬʢʭʩʸʥʩʠ ʭʩʬʩʴʺʥʰʷʬʩʠʣʫ ʸʠʥʸʡʴʡ ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩ 
ʸʠʥʺʤ ʺʬʡʷʬ ʺʥʹʩʸʣʤ ʬʹ ʩʷʬʧ ʩʥʬʩʮ ʭʹʬ ʸʷʧʮ ³ʯʮʴʥʤ ʬʠʥʩ ʬʹ ʥʺʸʩʶʩʡ ʤʷʩʨʠʥʴʥ ʯʥʰʢʱ´ ʬʷʰʸʴ ʬʨ



  ʸʡʮʡʥʰʡʢʰʡʯʥʩʸʥʢ ʯʡʺʨʩʱʸʡʩʰʥʠ ³ʤʩʴʥʱʥʬʩʴʬʸʥʨʷʥʣ´
ʺʨʩʱʸʡʩʰʥʠʪʮʱʥʮʸʠʥʺʬʸʮʢʺʣʥʡʲ³ ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʬʹʥʩʺʥʸʩʶʩʡʺʩʸʰʠ¶ʦ  ʯʩʡʺʥʩʬʠʥʨʱ ʷ ʨʸʨʰʩʠ´ ʬʤʨʹʲʨʰ
ʸʠʥʺʬ ʸʮʢ ʺʣʥʡʲ  ³ ʯʮʴʥʤ ʬʠʥʩ ʺʠʮ µʭʩʢʣ ʬʹ ʱʥʨʱʩʸʫ ¶ ±  ʭʩʨʱʷʨ ʺʮʷʸ´  ʸʢʸʥʡʩʥʰ ʯʩʸʠʷ   ʡʩʡʠ  ʬʺ
  ʭʩʬʹʥʸʩʡʺʩʸʡʲʤʤʨʩʱʸʡʩʰʥʠʤ ʪʮʱʥʮ
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 ʨʱʥʴʤʷʩʨʠʥʴ´ʵʫ ʡʸʮ 
   ʤʸʲʤ ʬʩʲʬ ʬʤʨʹ ʲʨʰ ³ʯ ʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʬʹʥʩʺʥʸʩʶʩʡʯʥʩʲʺʩʬʡʰʸʷʺʩʰʸʣʥʮ

  
    ʸʺʫ ʭʩʬʹʥʸʩ ʺʩʨʱʩʰʸʣʥʮʨʱʥʴʺʩʸʡ ʲ ʺʸʥʴʩʱ ± ʺʩʸʡʲʤʺʥʸʴʱʡʸʧʠʬʢ ʯʡʬʡʭʤʸʡʠ  
ʤʧʥʺʴʤ ʤʨʩʱʸʡʩʰʥʠʤ  ʡʩʡʠ  ʬʺ  ʭʩʰʥʮʹʤ ʺʥʰʹʡ ʺʩʸʡʲʤ ʺʸʥʴʩʱʡ  ʺʥʮʢʮ  ±  ʩʰʠ ʸʮʥʠʤ ʬʥʷʤ  ʢʩʶʸʤ ʤʰʧ

 

  ±   
      ʠʹʮ ʸʡʣ ³ʱʥʨʱʩʸʫʬʲʤʬʩʮʳʠ´ ʯʮʱʩʥ ʺʰʲ  
ʵʸʠʤ  ³ʯʮʴʥʤ ʬʠʥʩ ʬʹ ʺʥʩʱʷʬʢʤ´  ʬ´ʰʤ   ʡ    ʵʸʠʤ  ³ʤʡʩʱʸʴʣ ʤʮʩʠʥʴ´  ʣʬʴʹʸʩʤ ʬʠʩʸʠ

 

 ʡ    ʵʸʠʤ ³ʯʷʥʩʣʬµʨʸʤʰʸʡ¶ʸʥʹʷʪʩʠ ± ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʬʹʺʥʩʱʷʬʢʤ´ ʬ´ʰʤ  ʡ  ʡ  
   ʵʸʠʤ  ʸʺʠ ʯʮʴʥʤ ʬʠʥʩ ʺʠʮ ³ &XUULFXOXP 9LWDH ´ ʬʲ ³ʭʩʸʡʣ ʤʠʥʸ ʹʩʠ´
 ʬʰʤ
  KWWSZZZKDDUHW]FRLOPLVF
,QWKLVFRQWH[WVHHDOVR
ʵʸʥʥʹʬʠʢʩ    ʱ´ʹʺʸʩʩʠʡʥʫ   ʭʩʸʴʱʳʱʥʮ ʵʸʠʤ ³ʯʩʲʺʩʠʸʮʬʷʸʬʶʴʰʬʫʤ´ ʸʥʶʩʹ
ʬʲʭʩʸʥʤʸʤ µʩʨʩʱʩʬʥʣ¶ʬµʸʧʠʭʥʷʮ¶ʮ´ʬʰʤ     ʭʩʩʺʹ ʱʴʠ ³ʩʸʧʠʹʯʣʩʲʤ ±ʺʩʸʡʲʤʺʸʥʴʩʱʤ´
 ʡ   ʡ    ʺʥʸʴʱʥ ʺʥʡʸʺ  ʵʸʠʤ  ³ʭʩʲʹʺʤ ʺʥʰʹʡʥ ʭʩʹʩʹʤ ʺʥʰʹʡʺʩʸʡʲʤ ʺʸʥʴʩʱʡ ʭʥʷʮʥ ʭʣʠ
  ʡ   ʺʥʸʴʱʥʺʥʡʸʺ ʵʸʠʤ ³ʭʩʡʫʥʫʤʺʸʩʹ´ʬ´ʰʤ
ʬ´ʰʤ      ʤ´ʰʹʺʵʩʷ    ʧʩʹʩʬʲ  ³ ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʬµʨʸʤʰʸʡ¶ʡʯʥʩʲʸʤʰʫʸʴʱʤ¶´ʣʬʥʢ  ʳʸʹʩʬʩʰ 



ʪʸʫ  ʺʥʡʸʺʥ ʺʥʸʴʱ ʸʷʧʬ ʩʮʥʧʺ  ʯʩʡ ʺʲ ʡʺʫ ʺʥʰʹʸʴʥ ʺʸʥʷʩʡ  ³µʭʩʸʴʠ¶ʥ ʯʮʴʥʤ ʬʠʥʩ ʭʩʩʮʩʰʴʤ ʺʥʡʥʧʸʡ ʺʫʬʬ´
      ʡʩʡʠ ʬʺ ʺʥʡʸʺʡʥʺʥʸʴʱʡʺʥʩʬʰʩʮʩʬ ʳʱʤʬʲ 
1LOL*ROG³<RHO+RIIPDQQ¶V³&XUULFXOXP9LWDHDQG -DSDQHVH3RHPVDV.H\VWR5HDGLQJKLV:RUN´
&RQIHUHQFHRQ-HZLVK6WXGLHV9RO VHHWKLVYROXPH *ROG1LOL³%HUQKDUG V-RXUQH\
7KH&KDOOHQJHVRI<RHO +RIIPDQ V:ULWLQJ´-HZLVK6WXGLHV4XDUWHUO\   ±
ʯʥʩʸʥʢ ʯʡʺʨʩʱʸʡʩʰʥʠ ʲʡʹ  ʸʠʡ ʯ ʮ ʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʬʹʥʺʣʥʡʲʬʲʩʴʸʢʥ ʰʥʮʸʷʧʮʩʸʹʴʠʤʩʹʩʬʹʤ ʯʥʸʣʢ ʷʡʬʠʬʧʸ  
  ʸʩʡʣʡʢʰʡ
 6HH


  ±  ʩʸʹʴʠʤ ʩʹʩʬʹʤ ʬ´ ʰʤʪʥʺʡ³ʺʩʡʸʲʮʤʤʩʴʥʱʥʬʩʴʤʬʹʤʫʧʢʤʤʬʲʴʮ´  ʯʥʸʣʢ  ʷʡʬʠ 



6LPLODUSRVLWLRQVDUHSUHVHQWHG LQWKHIROORZLQJZRUNV
ʤʩʢʥʬʥʠʺ ʬʨʬʠʩʸʥʠ    ʸʡʥʷʩʸ¶ʶʡʩʡʠʬʺ  ʵʩʥʥʹʥʠʥʠʺʬʢʬʢʤʬʠʤʬʠʥʺʥʩʮʹʩʨʰʠ ʭʤʥʹ ʠʸʥʩʢʤʮʬʹ
ʡʩʡʠʬʺ ʸʣʰʬʣʩʸʴʬʥʠʹʩʲʣʮʵʲʥʩʥʸʡʣʧ ʺʴʸʥʬʴ  ʱʣʰʮʬʥʴʩʲʣʮʪʸʥʲʥʤʮʣʷʤ ʩʹʩʬʹʤʪʩʩʸʤʥʺʩʨʩʬʥʴ
   ʭʩʬʲʥʴʺʩʩʸʴʱ
6DXO)ULHGODQGHU 5HIOHFWLRQVRI1D]LVP$Q(VVD\RQ.LWVFKDQG'HDWK  %ORRPLQJWRQ,QGLDQD
8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV 6HHDOVR
ʺʩʸʡʲʤʺʥʸʴʱʡʥʹʩ ʬʹʥʩʢʥʶʩʩʩʣʥʤʩʭʬʶ ʤʸʴʱʡ³ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʬʹʥʩʺʥʸʩʶʩʡʥʹʩʭʩʤʥʬʠʤʯʡʥʡʠʤ´ʬʤʨʹʲʨʰ
    ʢʰʩʬʱʸʡʩʡʠ ʬʺ   ʤʤʠʮʤʬʹ



+RIIPDQQ 7KH%RRNRI-RVHSK 



&KULVWRSK5DQVPD\U 7KH/RVW:RUOG WUDQV-RKQ(:RRGV 1HZ<RUN*URYH3UHVV 
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<RHO+RIIPDQQ 0RRGVWUDQV3HWHU&ROH 1HZ<RUN1HZ'LUHFWLRQV >@



,ELGϭϮϱ͘



6HHLQWKLVFRQWH[Wʩʸʹʴʠʤʩʹʩʬʹʤʯʥʸʣʢʷʡʬʠ



6HHLQWKLVFRQWH[W
³µʭʩʢʣʬʹʱʥʨʱʩʸʫ¶ʬʹʤʷʩʨʠʥʴʡʯʥʩʣʥʷʥʹʡʭʩʠʥʸʤʮ´ʬʠ  ʸʡʺʩʣʥʤʩ     ʤʷʩʨʠʥʴʥʯʥʰʢʱʬʷʰʸʴʬʨ
 ʵʸʠʤʸʺʠ³ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʬʹʭʩʮʱʷʤʭʩʬʩʮʤʬʫʬʸʡʲʮ´ʷʰʡʣʰʦʯʥʲʮʹ     ʭʩʩʺʹʱʴʠ
  KWWSZZZKDDUHW]FRLOOLWHUDWXUH

(PSKDVLVPLQH

ʤʹʸʴʨʥʢʯʮʴʥʤ 
ʩʸʸʤʬʡʥʩʱʩʩʥʭʩʩʧʥʴʠʴʸʦʲʩʬʠʪʥʺʡʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʬʹʥʺʸʩʶʩʡʤʮʥʠʸʨʥ  1RQVHQVH&RPPRQ6HQVH



ʩʣʥʤʩʺʥʡʸʺʡʭʩʸʷʧʮ ʩʨʰʩʦʩʸʴʬʩʠʸʣʰʱʫʬʠʸʮʺʬʹʤʣʥʡʫʬʭʩʸʷʧʮʸʮʺʬʤʺʮʣ  ʭʩʫʸʥʲ ʤʬʩʬʥʨ  ʯʡʡʷʲʩ
   ʤ´ʲʹʺ ʥʨʪʸʫ  ʺʩʬʠʸʹʩʤʥʺʩʣʥʤʩʤʺʥʡʸʺʤʥʺʥʸʴʱʤʸʷʧʬʺʲʡʺʫ ʯʠʫʮ ʥʨ ʧʭʩʫʸʫ ʣʸʴʱ
  0 D U W K H  5 R E H U W   7KH2OGDQGWKH1HZ)URP'RQ4XL[RWHWR.DIND %HUNHOH\8QLYHUVLW\RI
&DOLIRUQLD3UHVV ±
 6HHDPRQJRWKHUV
 µʸʧʹʤʣʥʮʲʤʬʲʩʹʣʲ¶ ʣʬʴʬʴʠʯʸʤʠʬʹʭʤʩʸʥʴʩʱʡʯʥʹʠʸʠʸʷʮʬʺʥʸʲʤʺʥʸʱʩʷʤʸʡʹʪʥʺʮ´ʺʥʡʰʯʥʰʮʠ
ʬʹʡʶ ʮʫʭʥʢʸʺʤʡʶʮ´ʬʡʸʠʬʫʩʮ      ʺʥʸʴʱʬʳʱʥʮ ʡʩʸʲʮ ³ µʱʸʥʬʥʣʪʮʥʬʹʤʮ¶ ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʥ
µʭʩʸʴʠ¶ʥ µʯʫʶʷ¶ ʺʣʬʥʮʡ ʺʥʬʢ´ ʩʡʥʡʥʷ ʩʸʩʮ         ʤ´ʫ ʪʸʫ ʭʩʩʰʦʠʮ   ³ʯʮʴʥʤ ʬʠʥʩʬ µʯʫʶʷ¶ ʺʥʬʢ
ʤʰʹ ʭʩʲʡʹ ʥʬ ʺʠʬʮʡ ʯʣ ʳʱʥʩ ʬʹ ʥʣʥʡʫʬ ʬʡʥʩʤ ʸʴʱʺʩʣʥʤʩʤ ʤʡʹʧʮʡ ʤʸʩʶʩ ʬʲʥ ʤʠʩʸʡ ʬʲ ʪʥʺʡ ³ʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʬ
ʤʡʹʺʣʬʥʮʤʩʤʮ´ ʯʥʸʣʢ  ʷʡʬʠʬʧʸ    ʷʩʡʩʱʸʤʥʮ  ʯʢʰʩʡʥʨ  ʸʴʹʸʨʴʥʸʥʠʩʬʠʬʧʸʭʩʫʸʥʲ
  ʩʸʹʴʠʤ  ʩʹʩʬʹʤ ʬ´ʰʤʪʥʺʡ³ʯʮʴʥʤʬʹʱʥʴʠ  ʯʥʷʩʱʷʬʡʠʶʥʮʺʩʩʬʩʤʷʥʤʢʥʱ"ʺʩʰʮ ʴʥʤʭʩʸʡʣʮ


+RIIPDQQ 7KH%RRNRI-RVHSK 



,QWKLVFRQWH[WVHHDOVR
ʩʸʴʱʣʧʥʠʮʤʵʥʡʩʷʤ

ʭʥʩʫ ʺʩʸʡʲʺʸʥʴʩʱ ʭʩʫʸʣʺʴʮ  ʯʮʶʬʥʤʸʰʡʠ  ʺʩʸʡʲʡʺʸʥʴʩʱʡʸʧʠʬʢʯʡʬʡ
 ʤʠʩʸʷʯʮʩʱ
    
6PDGDU6KLIIPDQ³2UO\.DVWHO%ORRPDQG<RHO+RIIPDQQ2Q,VUDHOLSRVWPRGHUQSURVH
ILFWLRQ´+HEUHZ6WXGLHV   ±



'LIIHUHQWSRVLWLRQVLQWKLVFRQWH[WDUHSUHVHQWHGLQWKHIROORZLQJ
   ʬʠʸʹʩʡ ʭʩʸʡʲʤ ʭʩʸʴʥʱʤ ʺʣʥʢʠ  ʡʩʡʠ ʬʺ  ʯʥʸʧʠʤ ʸʥʹʲʡ  ʺʩʬʠʸʹʩ ʺʥʸʴʱ ʭʩʰʥʮʹ  ʠʰʺʸʡ ʯʥʩʶʸʥʠ
ʺʴʮ ʯʮʶʬʥʤ  ʩʰʠʸʮʥʠʤʬʥʷʤ ʢʩʶʸʤ   ʺʩʸʡʲʤʺʸʥʴʩʱʡʸʧʠʬʢ ʯʡʬʡ  
  ʭʩʫʸʣ
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7KLVLVDOVRPDGHFOHDULQDYHU\RSHQPDQQHULQKLVODWHVWERRN0RRGVIRUH[DPSOHLQWKH
IROORZLQJ WKUHH VHFWLRQV
$³>@+RZFDQLWEHWKDWZHZDONDURXQG XQGHU WKH VN\ DQGQRQHWKHOHVVKDYHDQ
XQFRQVFLRXV"'RQ¶WEHOLHYHWKHVHOLHV7KHZRUOGLVODUJHDQGZLGHDQGKDVQRPHDVXUH$QG
DOOLVUHYHDOHG´
%>@³:HIRUJRWWRZLWKWKHSV\FKRORJLVWVD+DSS\1HZ<HDU1RGRXEWWKHFROG
PDNHVLWKDUGHUIRUWKHPWRORRNLQWRVRXOV,IRQO\WKH1HZ<HDUZRXOGEULQJDERXWDFRQGLWLRQ
LQZKLFKWKHLUVRXOVZRXOGPHOW DVRQHPHOWVOHDG LQWRWKHJUHDWIRUPRIWKHVRXORIWKHZRUOG
DQGWKHUH¶GQRORQJHUEHDQ\VHSDUDWLRQEHWZHHQWKHLUH\HV EHKLQGJODVVHV DQGWKHH\HVRIWKH
SHRSOHWKH\¶UHORRNLQJLQWR$QGWKDWWKHUXOHDJDLQVWKXJJLQJPLJKWEHGURSSHGDQGDERYH
DOOWKDWVRPHRQHZRXOGKXJWKHP%HFDXVHWKHUHLVQRORQHOLQHVVJUHDWHUWKDQWKDWRIWKH
SV\FKRORJLVW+LVWKRXJKWLVDOZD\VGRXEOHGDVKH¶VIRUFHGWRFRQVLGHUWKRXJKWXSRQWKRXJKW
DQGVRPHWLPHVWKRXJKWXSRQWKRXJKWXSRQWKRXJKW´
&>@³$QGGRQ¶WEHSXWRIIE\WKHIHDULQSHRSOH¶VIDFHV$QGGRQ¶WZRUU\DERXWWKH
SROLFHPDQZKRPLJKWWDNH\RXDZD\<RXFDQHPEUDFHKLPDVZHOO$QGDERYHDOOGRQ¶W
ORVHWKDWORYHZKHQ\RX¶UHZLWKWKHSV\FKLDWULVWWKH\¶OOTXLFNO\FDOOLQ,WLVQ¶WKLVIDXOW-XVWWHOO
KLP<RXWRRDUHZRUWK\<RXWRR´
  
+RIIPDQQ LV VLPLODUO\ XQHDV\ UHJDUGLQJ WHDFKHUV DFDGHPLFV DQG UHSUHVHQWDWLYHV RI

UHOLJLRXVLQVWLWXWLRQV6HH
³ʭʦʩʰʸʣʥʮ  ʨʱʥʴʥʭʦʩʰʸʣʥʮʯʮʴʥʤʬʠʥʩʱʩʢʴʯʣµʭʩʬʩʴʺʥʰʷʬʩʠʣʫʸʠʥʸʡʴʡ¶µʤʹʴʧʺʤʹʤʶʩʡʤ¶´ʵʸʥʥʹʬʠʢʩ 
   ʭʹʯʥʸʣʢ  ʷʡʬʠʬʧʸ    ʩʺʥʸʴʱʵʡʥʷʦ  ʯʥʴʶ
 7UDQVODWLRQPLQH   ʭʩʸʴʠʯʮʴʥʤ 

 <RHO+RIIPDQQ&XUULFXOXP9LWDHWUDQV3HWHU&ROH 1HZ<RUN1HZ'LUHFWLRQ 
  ʤʹʸʴʨʥʢ ʯʮʴʥʤ  


5DFKHO$OEHFN*LGURQ³&DHVXUDDQG+ROGLQJLQ<RHO+RIIPDQQ¶V 7H[WV´LQWKLVYROXPH



+RIIPDQQ 7KH%RRNRI-RVHSK 



6XFKH[SRVLWLRQVDSSHDULQWKHRSHQLQJVRIDOO+RIIPDQQ¶VJUHDWSRHPV)RUH[DPSOH³$IWHU
KLVZLIHGLHG%HUQKDUGWKRXJKW³µ7KHZRUOGLVLQILQLWHEH\RQGDQ\FRPPRQJDOD[\DQRWKHU
JDOD[\¶´><RHO+RIIPDQ%HUQKDUGWUDQV$ODQ7UHLVWHU 1HZ<RUN1HZ'LUHFWLRQV 
3DUW@³$WQLJKW8QFOH+HUEHUWFDPHOLNHDVORZKXQWHURIUDEELWVRIDLUDQGVSRNHWRPH,
VDLGWRP\IDWKHUµ,VQRW8QFOH+HUEHUWGHDGDP,GUHDPLQJ"¶$QGP\GHDGIDWKHUVDLGµ+H
OLYHV¶><RHO+RIIPDQQ7KH&KULVWRI)LVKWUDQV(GGLH/HYHQVWRQ 1HZ<RUN1HZ'LUHFWLRQV
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